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Students tend to
60+ campus cats

IZ

By Bryan Dickerson

4
V
y
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Local resident John Anderson holds Oliver, a cat he and his wife adopted from the Cal Poly Cat
Program. The program is comprised of faculty and students who feed and take care of feral cats at
various spots around campus.

Series seeks to increase
knowledge of Islam

Newly appointed VP starts soon
“The
vice
president
tor
Administration and Finance bal
ances the budget and makes sure
As siHin as Frank Lchens, cur (Cal Poly) has no fi,scal liabilities,”
rent
vice
president
for she said. “The president really
Administration
and
Finance, depends on this vice president to
announced his retirement last he on top of Cal Poly’s financial
spring, a consultative committee affairs."
was organized and a .search firm
Kelley will also be expected to
hired to identify top candidates to provide overall leadership to the
fill the position.
university and maintain strong
After a six-month selection relationships with the San Luis
proce.ss, Lawrence R. Kelley was Obi.spo community and C'alitornia
chosen to begin work on Feb. 25.
State University’s central offices in
Kelley, who is reliKating to C'al Long Beach.
Poly
from
Georgia
State
The consultative committee
University, is currently transition took the.se mandates into careful
ing into Lebens’ position as Lebens consideration
throughout
the
is transferring out ot it. Kelley will .selection process. ATKearny, the
have a few issues to deal with upon hired search firm, identified
his arrival, including the upcoming approximately 60 possible candi
budget reductions. Lebens said dates for the position, Dalton said.
Kelley will have to “provide strate This number was then filtered
gic planning” in making major down to several candidates, who
decisions concerning the reduc participated in an interactive
tions, including preparations for video interview. From that point,
five people were selected to visit
next year’s budget.
In an interview via e-mail, C'al Poly’s campus and go through a
Kelley said that he is “confident in two-day interviewing process, she
the ability of the people at Cal said. This priTcess included meet
Poly, as we define problems and are ings with the deans ot each college,
a student-leader meeting, an ASI
creative in developing solutions.”
Executive Vice Provost and luncheon, an open forum held just
Chief Planning Officer Linda before Thanksgiving, and a key
Dalton, who also chaired the con interview with President Baker.
“After all this, the committee
sultative committee, said Kelley’s
put together a thorough memo
new position is a critical office.

By Cynthia Neff

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Presenters discuss the message
of Islam and similarities to
other religions
By Renée Shadforth
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

What started as a presentation
on the fundamentals ot Islam ended
as a trank political discussion.
“Media Islam or Real Islam," a
symposium held Wednesday at the
Unitarian Universalisr Fellowship,
was the first in a series of three dis
cussions to be held throujjhout
February. The series will define
Islam, discuss Muslim society and
draw’ the line between terrorism
and resistance.
With more than 1 billion mem
bers worldwide, Islam is the second-latKest and tastest-jjrowinK
religion in the world.
The first discussion besan with a
lecture about the message of Islam
by Shahzad Khan, an architecture
senior and president of the Muslim
Student Association. Khan pre
sented the definition ot Islam,
which literally means, “peaceful
surrender to God.” He also dis
cussed the similarities between
Islam and other monotheistic reli

gions, such as Judaism and
Christianity.
“The fundamental message is the
same — there is no god but God,”
Khan said.
Following Kahn’s lecture, Rasha
al-Disuqi, a scholar of Islamic stud
ies and the author of “The
Resurgent
Voice
of
Muslim
Women," spoke about what Islam is
and how it applies to society today.
Al-Disuqi said that she feared
leaving her home tor weeks after
the terrorist attacks because ot all
the post-Sept. 11 stories she heard
about violence against Muslims.
“Not all of us arc bin Ladens,”
she said. “He is an extremist. He is
out of bounds. Islam is a moderate
religion.”
The floor was then opened to
questions and discussion from the
audience. Several members of the
audience read verses from the
Koran, which, they argued, seemed
to contradict the Islamic teaching
of peace. Al-Disuqi said that the

see ISLAM, page 2

the in lection."
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Soon
after
the
capture,
Gilbreath and others whisked the
When Brail Gilhrcath whistles,
cat ott to the vet, who returned
teral cats come mnninu in <i
her three weeks later minus an
Pavlovian response associating
abscessed tooth and her reproduc
the tune with tood.
tive organs. She also now had a
For three days last year,
notch in her left ear.
Gilbreath watched helplessly as
The Cal Poly C at Program
one ot the cars kept retreat in«
(CTC.'P) is the brainchild ot
from the Cal Poly Cat Program
Cjarret Qumdmil. For his senior
feeding station that he tended.
project in 1992, he sought to
The car, named Montma C^it,
solve the problem ot the 400-plus
ended every attempt to eat hy
teral cats roamint» the campus.
frantically clawing at her mouth.
The problem was that despite
Eventually, she srew visibly weak,
the constant removal of cats, the
so Gilbreath decided ro use a
feline population held steady, ted
pool'cleaninn net to trap the
by a constant stream ot newly
feline.
.ibandoned cats and kittens.
“She’s real leery of people, and
At the time. Cal Poly would
she kept eyeiny the net,” said
call the local department of ani
Gilbreath,
an
Integrated
mal regulations, which trapped
Technology Ser\ ices lab support
and euthanized the teral cats.
consultant at Cal Poly. “Finally
But QuindmiPs program intro
she turned her back to me and 1
duced the “Trap, Test, Vaccinate,
netted her. It was like capturing a
bolt ot li^htnin^. But you could
see CATS, page 2
tell she was ill, you could smell

“The vice president for
Administration and
Finance balances the bud'
get and mo/ces sure (C al
Poly) has no fiscal liabili'
ties. The president really
depends on this vice presb
dent to be on top o f C al
Poly's financial affairs."
Linda Dalton
executive vice provost and
chief planning officer
describing each acceptable candi
dates’ strengths and weaknes.ses,”
Dalton said. “Then the commit
tee’s job is finished. It’s up to
President Baker to make the final
selection.”
The entire .selection process cost
the university $ 7 8 ,5 2 1 , which
included advertising, the video
interview of semifinalists, on-campus interviews, candidates’ travel
and lodging expenses, and the
.search consultant; said Mike Suess,
associate
vice
president
for
Academic Personnel.
Dalton described the six-month
process as “quite efficient for a

see VP, page 2
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Bolivar recalls. “1 had to bottle
feed them every tw'o hours. But
eventually 1 just couldn’t separate
continued from page 1
them. One would mew when the
other
one went down the hall.
Medicate, Alter and Release” tech
niques, developed by the National Now they’re 10 years old.”
Edie Griffin-Shaw has been the
Feral Cat Resource ('enter.
Members of CPC'P said there are program’s director for six years.
currently around 60 cats on cam  She also owns cats that .she adopt
ed from the program. (jriffin-Shaw
pus, 90 percent of which are spayed
said the different campus depart
or neutered.
ments often help the CPCP.
CPC'P is funded by donations, an
The English department devel
annual raffle and a semi-annual
oped the program’s Web site; cur
food drive. Volunteers pur in the
rently, a biology senior project
work hours to maintain the pro
monitors the felines to study the
gram.
effect feral cats have on a commu
Duties at CPCP include tending
COLLIN HESTER/MUSTANG DAILY
nity’s ecosystem: and occasionally,
the feeding stations (there are 12
animal science professor Jaymie Marmelade, left, and Smitty eat at a feeding station on campus pro
scattered around campus), captur
Noland spays and neuters cats to vided by the Cal Poly Cat Program. The program manages 12 such sta
ing sick and injured cats for veteri
give animal science majors first tions all over campus to give food to feral cats.
nary care, and spaying the feral
hand experience.
ones — like Momma C at. The
A few years ago, a construction cages.
dorms and took him to a vet for
tame cats are made available for management senior project con
A t the time of this interview, vaccinations and de-worming.
adoption through the campus shel sisted of building a shed with cages
John and Debbie Anderson, two After the circulation of fliers
ter. However, some members of the and windows as a halfway house for
Cal Poly employees, were playing around campus yielded no claims
program often find it difficult to campus cats. Located in a remote
with Oliver, a lively nine-month
part with a cat, so they choose to area of Cal Poly, the house served
to ownership, the program had a
old,
black-and-white,
short
hair
adopt it.
new guest to give away.
as the initial shelter until a larger
cat that they were considering
When a litter of six kittens was one was found.
“I named my first cat from the
adopting.
displaced by campus construction,
At the shelter, computer print
program Poly, and 1 think this one
“This is my second Cal Poly
volunteer Geri Bolivar found off- outs of kittens in various still-life
will get along with ours,” Debbie
campus homes for all hut two of pictures are taped to the walls, c a t,” Debbie Anderson said. “1
the kittens, which she ended up while about fifteen cats play, always get cats from the shelter and Anderson said. “I would take
everyone home if I had a big
keeping.
lounge and dart around a maze of now John deserves his own ca t.”
“They were two weeks old,” old furniture, .scratching posts and
C PC P found Oliver near the enough house.”

Low: 12:48 a.m. / 2.70 feet
H igh: 6:59 a .m ./5.75 feet
Low: 2:27 p.m. / -0.70 feet .
H igh: 9:16 p.m. / 3.85 feet
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Hall in the Christopher Cohan Center, 7

continued from page 1
senior position at this level.”
Kelley said that the search
process >>ave him the chance to
meet many people at Cal Poly and
become exposed to many of the
issues.
"It was a very professional process
that reflects well on the university
Mb L
and the leadership,” he said. “1 was
COLLIN HESTER/MUSTANG DAILY
particularly impres.sed with Dr.
Raker and his leadership styles and ' Shahzad Khan, an architecture senior and president of the Muslim
abilities.”
Student Association club, speaks about Islam on Wednesday. The
discussion addressed the definition of Islam.
Baker said he based his decision
on who would be the best fit for Cal
Poly in regard to certain areas that
A di.scussion of terrorism and
are crucial to the university.
“Kelley has a breadth of experi
resistance is on the agenda for the
continued from page 1
ence in areas of public and private
third meeting Feb. 20 at 7 p.m.
partnership,” he said, "some from
Members on the panel will talk
working at the University of Maine
verses needed to be taken in the
about Islam’s definition of an act
and within the Ohio .system.”
context of the entire book.
of self-defense and will address the
Raker said that most of the tran
The discussion then turned
sitioning would occur after Kelley
political. Some people in the audi quest to rid the world of terrorism.
The Unitarian Universalist
arrives, but he is already in frequent
ence questioned bin Laden’s ties
contact with Lebens.
to Islam and discussed whether Fellowship is located at 232
"1 don’t have any douhts about
the United States has the right to Foothill Blvd.
the transition,” Lebens said. “1 have
bomb areas in Afghanistan.
C')n Feh. 27, there wi II be a lec
a highly capable staff which oper
“The *’s what we wanted to talk
ture, entitled “The Threat of
ates fairly independently.”
about in the third presentation of
Islam,” at the Performing Arts
He said Kelley should “take
the series,” Kahn said in an inter
Center, room 124, at 7 p.m. Abdul
advantat»e of the strengths of the
view after the discussion. “These
team” once he’s .settled in San Luis
are issues we should have dis Malik, an activist and the spiritu
Ohispo.
cussed as a community sooner, al director of Masjid Islam in
Kelley will he leaving his most
immediately following Sept. 11.”
Oakland, will di.scuss the issues of
recent joh as the associate vice pres
The second presentation of the Islam in society today. Kahn said
ident
for
Finance
and
series is 7 p.m. Wednesday. It will that Malik hopes for a very active
Administration at Georgia State
cover the role of women in
discussion with the audience.
University. Prior to that he served
Muslim communities. Al-Disuqi
“If you really hate his mom, he
as chief financial officer at the
will present her point of view as a
University of Maine, and as vice
Muslim woman and scholar Kahn wants you to sit in the front row
presidenTfor Business and Finance
will discuss how he, as a Muslim and tell him about it,” Kahn said.

ISLAM
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at Kent State University in Ohio.

man, deals with women.

“T hat’s the kind of speaker he is.”
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Sunday 12:00 p.m.
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from a north Texas jail Jan. 28 with
Chrystal Gale Soto and Charles
Jordan.
Th ree M a r in e s killed, five
A tip was received by the FBI
in ju re d in tr a in in g exercise
CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. — that the four fugitives were at a gas
Three Marines were killed and five station Wednesday night. Soto and
were injured during a training exer Jordan were arrested when they
cise when the vehicle they were went outside to make a phone call.
riding in overturned, a U.S. Marine Gamhill and Bagwell remained
inside with a 70-year-t)ld hostage.
Corps spokesman said Thursday.
The
uninjured hostage was released
The injured men, ajjes 20 and 22,
were taken to an Escondido hospi before dawn.
FBI agent Richard Marquise said
tal and are listed in fair condition.
Two others were taken to the naval the fugitives made no monetary
hospital on base. The fifth was demands, hut they did discuss fish
ing, hunting and life in prison with
taken to an area hospital.
Their conditions were not imme negotiating agents. The fugitives
asked only to speak to their rela
diately available.
The accident occurred at about tives on the phone.
The four e.scaped from the
6:30 p.m. Wednesday during a “rou
tine
traininfj
exercise,” the Montague County Jail when they
used a homemade knife to overspokesman said.
pt)wer
a prison guard.
The accident is under investiga
Two burglaries and a car theft in
tion.
The names of the Marines will Oklahoma have been linked to the
he withheld until their families are fugitives since their arrest.
Gamhill, 23, and Bagwell, 24,
notified.
Over the past three years, at least were convicted on the 1996 murder
four t)ther Marines have been killed of a 16-year-old cheerleader and
and 10 others injured at Camp were sentenced to life in prison.
Soto, 30, and Jordan, 22, are fac
Pendelton durinfj training exercis
ing charges in connection with the
es.
Camp Pendelton is located 40 deaths of an elderly couple on
miles north of San Die^o, and is who.se land they were living.
— ABC: News
home tt) more than 60,000 military
and civilian personnel. Many of the
servicemen stationed there were M a n sentenced to sta n d w ith
p ig for tw o h o u rs
called to duty in Af^jhanistan.
CLEVELAND — Steven H.
— AssiKiated Press
Tluimpson was sentenced to stand
with a pig for two hours or spend
F u g itiv e s fro m Texas jail in
three days in jail. The pig will stand
c u s to d y a fte r s ta n d o ff
DALLAS, Texas — Two armed next to Thompson, 44, with a sign
funitives, Curtis Allen Gamhill and that reads, "This is not a police offi
Joshua Bagwell, turned themselves cer.”
Painseville Municipal Court
over peacefully Thursday after a
niuht-lon^; standoff with police.
Judge Michael A. Cicconetti hand
Camhill and Bagwell escaped ed d»>wn the sentence because
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SALANG,
Afghanistan
—
Nearly 500 people who were trapped
in cars and a runnel by a snow
avalanche in the Hindu Kush moun
tains were freed by rescue workers
Thursday. Four people were killed in
the incident, officials said.
Three of the dead suffocated
inside the Salang Tunnel while the
fourth died in a car buried by the
snow outside as temperatures
dropped to minus 40 degrees
overnight, a U.N. spokesman said.
Rescuers had to battle wiitds up to
55 mph. A British-based mine clear
ing organization sent armored bull
dozers to help the rescuers dig out
the cars and trucks. The teams were
able to reach all 57 trapped vehicles
and aKuit 190 people who were
stranded inside the tunnel, the
spokesman said.
Eighty-nine people suffering from
frostbite and dehydration were evac
uated to a field clinic, and seven
who were in serious condition were
flown to Kabul by helicopter.
The two-mile long Salang Tunnel
is the main route for aid shipments
from north to south.
— AsstKiated Press

WASHINGTON — The risk of
cancer may he more than doubled
by the use of tanning beds and tan
ning lamps. The effect is worst for
the young women whti are most
likely to use them, researchers said
Wednesday.
Re.searchers suggest the tanning
devices he limited to adults and
that anyone who uses a tanning bed
shcuild he required to sign a consent
form acknowledging the risks.
The study was published in the
Journal of the National Cancer
Institute and is one of several that
strongly link the use of tanning
lamps with skin cancer.
The findings do not come as a
surprise to dermatologists. Skin South America
must he damaged before it will tan.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina —
Tanning is the skin’s natural A male passenger was hit in the
response to damaging ultraviolet head with an ax by pilots and sub
rays given off by the sun and tan dued after he tried to force his way
ning devices.
into the Kxked ciKkpit of a United
Every year in the United States, Airlines flight halfway between
more than a million people develop Miami and Argentina on Thursday,
either basal cell or squamous cell the airline said.
carcimima skin cancer. Both are
The Boeing 777 landed safely in
easily curable if caught early. Those Buenos Aires and the man was
with lighter skin have a higher risk arrested. An airline spokesman said
of developing skin cancer.
the man was a Uruguayan, hut did
— Reuters
not have details on his name i>r age.

The lead flight attendant and a
passenger helped the pilots subdue
the man. One of the panels on the
cockpit door was blown out. Pilots
hit the man with an ax that is nor
mally kept in the cockpit for emer
gencies. The man suffered some
injuries and was hospitalized. The
Argentine airforce said the man
appeared to he “mentally disturbed.”
The flight had 155 passengers,
three pilots and 12 flight attendants.
— Reuters
S o u th A m erica

BOGOTÁ, CoU)mhia — The
streets of Bogota, the capital of
Colombia that is home to 7 million,
were devoid of their normal traffic
jams Thursday. It was the third
straight year that cars have been
banned for one day in Bogotá. But
for the first time, the Colombian
cities of Cali and Vallediipar ji>ined
the event, which is aimed at pro
moting alternative transpt)rtation
and the reduction of smog. Violators
of the car-free day receive $25 fines.
Municipal authorities from other
Latin American communities were
there to witness the event, some of
which said their towns wouLl proba
bly join the event in the near future.
There were people to help with
bike repairs and skating accidents on
hand.
“1 thought 1 was on Venice Beach
or setmething,” said an American oil
executive, who is normally chauffeured to work with a K)dyguard. He
chose to walk on Thursday.
— As.st>ciared Press

Briefs compiled fr^m various news
services by M ustang Daily contribu
tor Anne Guilford.

Filipinos say U.S. presence may play on
anti-American feelings, fuel rebel support
By Philip P. Pan

Oread a boring long term
commitment?

Thompson made obscene gestures
when police were in his neighbor
hood on a disturbance call. He also
yelled “pigs.”
Cicconetti has also sentenced a
man charged with playing his stereo
too loudly to sit in the woods to
appreciate the silence, and made
teens who threw rocks at cars from
a bridge hold a giant sign on a busy
road on Christmas that said what
they did and that they were sorry.
— NewsNetS
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(W IR E )
Z A M BO A N G A ,
Philippines — One recent morn
ing, as U .S. troops were arriving
in this garrison city to help
Philippine soldiers fight a hand of
Islamic rebels known as the Abu
Sayyaf, a spokesman for the group
called a radio station here with a
message for the Americans.
“For more than 300 years now,
the Muslims in the Philippines
have faced and fought numerous
invaders, foreign and local,” he
said. “Praise he to Allah, (the
invaders) were not fully successful
in their version of the Crusades.”
Speaking quickly over a crack
ling phone line, he recalled the
brutal pacification campaigns that
the U.S. military conducted in the
Philippines a century ago, killing
thousands of Muslims who resisted
U.S. rule. He said, this time “you
will be the losers.”
There’s growing concern among
local officials, religious leaders
and residents that the Abu Sayyaf
will drag the U.S. military into .i
prolonged conflict and gain sup
port by recasting its members, as

righteous Muslim warriors resist
ing foreign Christian trespassers.
U .S. and Philippine officials say
the 6 5 0 U .S. soldiers arriving here
won’t engage in combat and will
only train, advise and support
their Philippine counterparts. But
if the Abu Sayyaf manages to kill
or capture even a few Americans,
many people fear that the United
States will respond with an all-out
assault and provoke a backlash in
these largely Muslim islands of the
southern Philippines.
The people of these islands
once sympathized with the Abu
Sayyaf and its mission to establish
an independent Islamic state. But
support for the group fell sharply
as the rebels became more inter
ested in kidnapping foreigners and
wealthy Filipinos for large ran
soms.
“The arrival of U .S. troops
plays into the anti-Am erican sen
timent of a lot of ideologues win)
otherwise would be against the
Abu Sayyaf,” said Glenda Gloria,
a Philippine journalist and author
of a bi)ok on Muslim insurgencies
in the Philippines. “These are
Muslims who have been very
opposed to the .Abu Sayyaf. But if

“The arrival o f U .S. troops plays into the antiAmerican sentiment o f a lot o f ideologues who otherwise
would he against the Abu Sayyaf.*'
Glenda Gloria
Philippine journalist
the Am erican soldiers get into
combat, there’s a risk the political
landscape could change.”
W hen U .S . soldiers venture
into the jungles of Basilan island
this month, they’ll be chasing an
enemy
th a t’s
eluded
the
Philippine military for years, still
enjoys some local support and
sometimes hides in territories co n 
trolled by other Muslim rebels

which the U .S. government says
has ties to Osama bin Laden’s alQaida terrvirist network.
“There

is no

question

that

American soldiers will be there;
where they could become injured
or killed if the Philippine element
is

attack ed ,”

said

Brig.

Gen.

Donald Wurster, commander of
the U .S. forces. “But the mission
needs to be accomplished in sup

who have agreed to cease-fires
with the government.
The return of U .S. troops to a

Fewer than 80 members of the
Special Forces will join Philippine

nation with a long history of sub
jugation by foreign armies has

trviops in the jungles, or about two
U .S. military advisers to each

port of our allies.”

triggered a political uproar in company of 120 to 140 Philippine
Manila, and U .S. and Philippine soldiers They’ll be permitted to
officials have yet to sign an agree fire only in self-defense aiivl will
ment on what U.S. soldiers can ».lo t.ike instructions from Phdippine
on the battlefield.
comm.indcrs.
U.S. military officials saul their
Local offic'i.ils say the mere
troops are prepared to suffer casu
see REBELS, page 10
alties to vlefe.it the .Abu Savyaf,
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Penn gives touching perform ance in 'Sam'
By Amber Hodge
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

lor those who ever called
anyone a “retard” or
referred to something as
“retarded” in a joking mat
ter, they may choose differ
ent words after seeing “1 Am Sam.”
This Jessie Nelson film is more
than a movie about a man fighting
for the custody of his daughter. It
reveals the lifestyle of a mentally dis
abled man and his need for love.
Similar to other movies that
Nelson has worked on, such as
“Qtrrina, Corrirfa,” “Stepmom” and
“The Story of Us,” this film expresses
the meaning of family relationships
and the importance of those bt)nds
carry.
Sam I'fawson (Sean Penn) is a
middle-aged man with the mental
capacity of a 7-year-old. When his
daughter is born, certain weekly tra
ditions with his friends, such as
“movie
night”
and
“IHOP
Wednesdays,” are interrupted. He
names his daughter Lucy l^iamond,
after the famous Beatles song.
Though his life is altered by the
bitth of his daughter, nothing can
prepare him for what’s to come. Soon
Sam is abandoned by the child’s
mother, leaving him with the respon
sibility of raising his daughter alone.
The only help he has comes from a
reclusive neighbor, played by Dianne
Wiest, and his group of disabled
friends, who are his biggest support
system. Instead of leaving Sam out of
the weekly events because of his situ
ation, they opt to bring Lucy along.
Played by the adimible 7-year-old
Dakota Fanning, Lucy grows up and
becomes more aware of her father’s

i

Sean Penn
plays m en
tally dis
abled father
Sam
Dawson in
the critically
acclaimed
film '/ am
Sam.'
In the
movie, Sam
is left to
take care of
his daugh
ter by him
self when
her mother
abandons
her.

. ..the roller coaster ride o f emotions, outstanding acting
and excellent storyline bring out the humanity in what it
is like to have a mental disability.
mental capacity. She understands
that she’s lucky, because her father is
unique, even though she knows that
she’s growing smarter than him by
the minute. Out i>f love, she does not
show Sam how intelligent she has
become. When a social wi>rker feels
that Lucy is more of a parent figure
than Sam, she takes Lucy away and
puts her in the foster care of Randy
(Laura Dern).
When Sam and his friends look for
a lawyer in the phone book to get
the child back, they find Rita
Harrison, played by Michelle Pfeiffer.
Rita takes Sam’s case pro bono as a
challenge from her associates, since
she is has a reputation for taking only
high-profile, expensive cases.
Though the rapid pace of film
may bother the audience, the roller
coaster ride of emotions, outstanding
acting and an excellent storyline
bring out the humanity in what it’s
like to have a mental disability.
To understand mental retardation
better, co-screenwriters Nekson and
Kristine Johnson visited L.A. Goal, a
non-profit organization that serves
adults with developmental needs.
There, Nelson and Johnson focused
on parents with special needs to
bring a dose of reality to the script.
Attention to this sott t>f detail
makes Penn remarkable as Sam. He
brings out the limitations of the
mentally disabled in siKiety with the
ability to convey love just as Juliette
Lewis and Giovanni Ribisi did in

“The Other Sister.”
Pfeiffer plays a hard-nosed lawyer
who is so entwined in her work that
she forgets that she has a family. As
the friendship between Sam and Rita
progresses, she sees past his handicap
and recognizes what is wrong in her
life.
Adding a light touch to the cast
and serious storyline are Sam’s
friends: l\nig Hutchinson as Ifty,
who has attention deficit disorder;
Stanley Des.mti as Robert, a man too
paranoid for his own means; and two
actors with special needs. Brad Allan
Silverman (“The Kid Who Wouldn’t
Quit”) as Brad,
and Joseph
Rosenberg as Joe. This group of
friends helps Sam get through any
situation, showing that friends really
can become family.
Of course, every trial must have
the ruthle.ss prosecutor. Richard
Schiff, from “The West Wing," plays
Turner, the prosecutor who chal
lenges Rita.
With artists such as Eddie Vedder,
Ben Harper and Sheryl Crow cover
ing classic Beatles songs, the sound
track brings the movie together.
Though the ending is somewhat
fairytale-like, it didn’t affect the
essence of the entire movie. 1 felt like
I knew Sam. I left with a broader per
spective of something that 1 might
have overlooked before or even
laughed about. 1 was tn)t sure
whether to cry or smile. I ju.st know
that 1 left somewhat changed.

COURTESY PHOTOS/WWW.MOVIEWEB.COM

Never judge a book by its movie
By Evan Lerner
T h e J u s t ic e ( B r a n d é i s U .)

(U -W IR E) WALTHAM, Mass.
— The latest big trend in the
largely laughable contraption
kin'wn as .American cinema is the
movement of the written word of
the novel to the silver screen of
film.
You probably s.iw “The Lord of
the Rings: The Fellowship of the
Ring," so you kn>nv wh.it Pm talk
ing about. "Lord of the Rings" is
.ictu.illy not .1 good example to
st.irt out with, because I think
Peter Jackson did a good (it not
g r e a t)
j o b
w i t h
such a
d,Hinting task. But aside from
Tolkien’s trilogy, this is a practice
th.it 1 r.irelv condone. Even .i
short book is just t.ir too long to
be .teted out. J;ickson w.is able to
squeak by this problem only
because mikh of Tolkien’s writing
was visii.illy descriptive, .ind thus
could be, .ind was, conveyed by
.idroit location, costume, casting,
and speci;il effects choices.
Nevertheless, dialogue and plot
were still trimmed. While 1 was

Commentary

G reat works o f literature
are being shoved under
the proverbial rug in our
collective consciousness
to make room for their
film counterparts.
disappointed to lose out on such
be.iutiful and complex character
development though the dialogue,
J .ic k s c m ’s paring down of the story
w;is actually appropriate for the
movie transition.
This is rarely the case, howevet.
I s.idly give you Exhibit A:
“Bre.ikfast of Cdi;impions.” This ts
otie of my f.ivorite books, by otie
of the greatest authors of this cen
tury,
Kurt
Vontiegut.
Utifortunately, the tnovie is
utiw.itch.ible
Alongside it is
“F.ihretiheit 4 t 1,” attother literary
cl.issic turtied itito so much wastcvl celluloid. Although these two
filtns were tn.ide G ye.irs .ipart,
they etiibody the satne flaw. They
tiiiss the point of the book etitirely. In the attempt to make a con
tiguous and understandable twohour experience, these books’
adapters prune and tweak the sto

ries just enough to remove the
magic and the power of the origi
nal texts.
The absolute worst example of
this that comes to mind is "A
Clockwork Orange;" although
Stanley Kubrick does an other
wise splendid job of realizing
Anthony
Burgess’
dystopian
nightmare society. Kubrick ends
one chapter shy of Burgess' manu
script and thus totally ch.inges the
message of the work. Then again,
if you are surprised by these turns
of events, it's probably because "A
Clockwork Orange” the movie is
much more popular than "A
(dockwork Orange" the book.
And, here we have another
problem: Great works of literature
are being shuffled utiiler the
proverbial rug in our collective
consciousness to make room for
their film counterparts. It’s only
getting worse. .Ad wizards are ask
ing me to “(aiunt on Revenge”
(shudder) .is the movie ad.iptation
of “The Count of Monte Cristo”
was released. Guy Pearce, how
could you?
1 bring up the otherwise
extremely
respectable
actor
because he most notably starred in
Christopher Nolan’s “Memento,”

which is based on the short story
“Memento Mori" by brother
Jonathan Nolan. This is the secret
that not enough filmmakers have
caught onto: Short stories make
excellent fodder for movies.
Successful examples include Ray
Nelson’s “Eight O'clock in the
Morning" into John Carpenter's
highly enjoyable, surprisingly
good, and unfortunately titled
“They Live,” <is well as George
Langelaan's / Kurt Neumann's
“The Fly.' The emphasis on the
sci-fi genre is not accidental; not
only do there seem to be more sci
ence fiction short stories, but they
generally have the characteristics
that make for a good movie trans
lation from anything.
Which brings me to the only
true exception of the rule of not
turning books into film: “Fight
Cdub.” Chuck P.il.ihniiik delivers
an emotionally gripping sot of
characters and ideas. He ,ilso
delivers a knotty, schizophrenic
plot that does not alw.iys function
as words on a page. This is not to
say the book was not good (in fact
it comes highly recommended),
just that Palahniuk's style would
be better conveyed if it could
come from multiple directions at

once. Hete is where film has a dis
tinct advantage in conveying
information. David Fincher's dark
settings and off-kilter cinematog
raphy set the mood of the story
perfectly. The Dust Brother's bril
liant score enhances this dis
turbed tone with its grating mod
ern sounds and bombastic beats.
The mere physical dichotomy
between Edward Norton's and
Brad Pitt's characters gives a
vit.ihty to the leading roles that is
not present in the novel. Last but
not least, John Uhls' masterful
reworking of the story itself
imbues it with more cohesive
social messages, while maintain
ing the overall puzzle.
So, 1 suppose it’s possible movie
translations can be beneficial, as
in this case at least it brought ;i
fascinating story into light that
very few people would have
known abvnit otherwise. Still, Pd
rather not have Hollywood ravens
picking over classic works in an
attempt to make a profit on the
story’s pre-existing fame. The
moral here, directors, is that
unless you are prepared to make a
fantastic movie in its own right,
don't stick your fingers into the
realm of literature.
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‘Slackers’ falls short
with same old humor
By Justin Ruttkay
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

E

veryone knows the pain
ot heinj» stranded alone
indoors, studyinji tor a
mid-term, while your
rttommares are enjoying
a night on the town. What Cal Poly
student wouldn’t crave the easy way
out ot this predicament? Rut then
again, would all students huy into a
seemingly hrilhant scheme that
promised pertect grades with no
studying, essentially throwing per
sonal integrity out the window.’
This is the moral predicament
with which the characters in the
tilm “Slackers” are presented.
Unlike most college students
though, they all choose the faulty
path.
The theme of this movie is an
obvious one. Have (Devon Sawa,
“Final Destination"), Sam (Jason
Segel), and Jeff (Michael Maronna,
“Adventures of Pete <Si Pete”) are at
the pinnacle of the cheating hierar
chy at Hitlden University. They
have aced physics exams withitut
even purchasing hooks and have
been the stnirce behind numerous
fire drill set-offs at opportune times.
As the movie’s trailer suggests, for
these knuckleheads, higher educa
tion has reached a new low, and so

have sleazy teen-movie comedies for
that matter.
The three university screw-ups
were on the brink of graduating
with degrees in cheating, scheming,
and slacking-off. Yet in the eyes of
their professors, they were straightA students, until “Cool Ethan,"
played by Jason Schwarrzman
(“Rushmore"), catches them in the
act. Through repetitious acts of
blackmail and debauchery, Dave is
faced with the impossible task of
setting up Cool Ethan with his
dream girl, Angela. If he fails to do
this, Ethait will, figuratively speak
ing, pull the pants down on the
slackers’ cheating shenanigans and
get them all kicked out of school. A
problem arises, tlujugh, when Dave
begins to fall for Angela.
Unfortunately for the audience,
this is the extent of depth they will
find in “Slackers." The story, with
its sad attempt at humor, is nothing
that teen audiences haven’t seen
before.
The humor in the “Slackers"
relies too heavily on teen sex, rag
ing hormones and an otherwi.se
gross sense of humor. If it weren’t for
Schwartzman’s character, the movie
would be a complete bust.
Even though Schwartzman’s role
adds credibility to the humor of this

COURTESY PHOTO/WWW.MOVIEWEB.COM

Angela (James King) and Ethan (Jason Schwartzman) share a moment after class in the new teen-comedy
'Slackers.' The film made $2.8 million in its opening weekend.
film, overall originality was “slack
ing.” Schwartzman’s character high
ly resembles his role in “Rushmore,"
as he portrays the same crazy and
putridly nerdy student who is des
perately in love with the girl he will
never have. Resides the fact that he
was much more crude and vulgar in
“Slackers,” 1 thought the characters
were
almost
identical.
Unfortunately, his new role wasn’t

nearly as clever as his role in
“Rushmore."
The entire film was just too
cliche: guy meets girl, guy tries to
score a date with girl, guy falls in
love with girl after their first date.
Then they throw in scenes portray
ing idiotic guys pulling unrealistic
scams to try and prove their cool
ness almost as an afterthtiught.
In the end, 1 could have gotten

more laughs out of a iO-minute
episiide of “The Simpsons” than in
^0 minutes of “Slackers." 1 think 1
actually left the movie with fewer
brain cells than 1 had before 1 saw it.
The few chuckles 1 did have were
eventually ruined by the embarrass
ing crudeness displayed throughout
the movie. 1 definitely wouldn’t
take a female to see it. 1 would be
too embarrassed.

ASI Events
FramoHt
Collataral Damaqa
Tha Count of ffionta Crbto
C¡oúford Park
Lord of tha Rinqó
Slackarù

(^:^5), 7 :3 0 ,10:l5
(3:^5), 7 :0 0 ,1 0 :0 0

6:^5
(3:30), 7:30
(¿4:30 ), 9:¿ñ

Downtown Cantra 7 Cinama
A Baautiful tTlind
Biq Fat Liar
Black Hawk Down
A Walk to Ramcmbar
I Am Sam

0 :3 0 ), 6:30, 9 :3 0
(2:00), (^:30), 6:50, 9:30
0:^5), 7:00,10:10
(3:15), 5:^5, 8:10,10:^5
(^:15), 7:15,10:20

T ha R o ija l T an an bau m ó (2:W), (5:20), 8:00,10:30
R o lla rb a ll

(2:30), (5:00), 7:30,10:00

Suñ3Qi OriVa-lif
San Lub ObbfX>

Rollarball/Count of monta Crbto

7 :0 0 /8 :5 5

Palm Thaaiar
San Lub Obbpo

Amalia
Innocanca
In tha Badroom
Lontana
Donnia Darko

¿4:00, 6:¿45
¿4:15
¿4:00, 6:¿45, 9:15
6:¿45, 9:15
9:15
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Rock star, nerd make
great combination
New York City was once ayain in the media spot
light last weekend when it hosted the Global
Economic Forum. Hundreds ot protesters turned out
to tiylu the injustices ot (globalization and hi(.> busi
ness. One hot ti>pic was the involvement - or lack
thereof - ot the United States in (zivin(i monetary
aid to poorer nations. At the center ot this standoff
was U.S. Treasury Secretary Paul O ’Neill and the
dynamic duo of Rill Gates and Bono, the lead singer
of U2.
Yes, the founder of Microsoft and a world-famous
rock star have teamed up to crusade for under-devel
oped nations.
Now, 1 know what you are thinking: Rill Gates
and Rono working» ftir
W ory debt rehet
- how could that he.' 1
understand. That is what 1 thoujjht, too.
With some stretch ot the ima(4Ínation, 1 could see
Gates becoming involved in such an economicrelated issue, hut 1 did have .some problems takin(»
Bono’s words seriously.
Let’s face it: Rein(¡ an international rock star rakes
a U»t of time. There is sonK-writiny to he done,
appearances to he made, concerts to he played, not
to mention the hours spent in the studio. On top of
this, lV)no has a family to tend to. Rut somewhere in
the middle ot his busy schedule, he manages to find
time to travel to Third World countries and meet
with diplomats to discuss what he has seen.
Needless to say, at first 1 was cynical ot his
involvement in the world political arena. Rut hein(i
the journalism student 1 am, 1 looked into it. 1 was
pretty surprised when 1 he^jan reading that it looks
like Rono knows what he is talking about.
He is putting pressure on the United States to
become more involved in the relief ot Third World
debt and the consequent decline ot the spread of
worldwide AIDS. Rtmo has compared the situation
t>f many underdeveloped African countries to that of
post-World W.ir 11 Europe.
Rono told the Irish Times, “Africa is in the same
kind of vulnerable position that Europe was. 1 think
It would be verv smart for the West to invest in pre
venting the fires rather than putting them out,
which will be a lot more expensive.”
His heart is in the riijht place and he seems to
have an understanding of the connections between
Third World debt, the spread of All'fS and what
wealthy governments could accomplish.
His reason for the Chites partnership, upon further
investi(;ation, is ingenious. Bono has been unable to
yet the exposure he desires for his cause, IVip the
IVbt, and Gates, who just announced that he is giving $50 million to stop worldwide AIDS, has cover
age wherever he gt>es. It is a match made in media
heaven - the stuffy billionaire meets rebel riKker and
they find a common fight.
The man who has built a career with such stings
as “Sunday BKhkIy Sunday” aNiut the fighting in
Ntirthern Ireland, “Pride (in the name of love)”
abtnit the wtirk of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. and
“War” has found another issue to bring to the fore
front of ptip culture. And whether you believe his
intelligence tin the subject or mit, at least he is
dtiing something. Unlike many rtKk stars, he has an
understanding of the problem and is lending his
name and fame to a cau.se that needs it. Ftir that he
deserves to be taken seritnisly, even if he happens to
shtiw up to a dipltimatic forum wearing giant blue
wrap-artnind sunglasses.
Malia Spencer is a journalism junior and M u sta n g
Daily staff writer.
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Letters to the editor
Some definitions of
religion include atheism
Editor,
1 am writing this in resptmse to Steven
Batson’s letter in which he claimed that
atheism is not a religion. 1 would like to
start off, in fact, by welcoming Mr. Batson
to the world of religion. You see, though
atheists claim to not practice/believe in
any religion, the great majority of them are
actually just as religious as any jew,
Christian, Mormon, Muslim, etc.
Mr. Batson quoted the definition of reli
gion given by Webster’s Dictionary as a
support for his claim, but 1 would put forth
- though it might be a bit presumptuous that this is just not a good definition of
religion because it is too limiting.
1 have found in my study of the topic a
much better and all-encompassing defini
tion given by Roy Clauser in which he
stated that religion is a belief in two
things: 1) something “unconditionally
non-dependent," (something that is
divine) and 2) how to stand in proper relation.ship to that “unconditionally non
dependent” divinity. This unconditional
non-dependent does nor necessarily have
to be a God though. It just has to be some
thing that can exist entirely separate from
anything and everything else.
Most scientists would say that numbers/math is that unconditional non
dependent. Others would say that it is
space itself or some all-encompassing ener
gy or life force (à la The Force in “Star
Wars”) or even simple logic. Whatever it
may be, there is something out there to
which nothing can be dictated and canmit
be made to change by anything. So what
ever this unconditional non-dependent is,
it existed before the universe as we know it
came to be, and therefore, our entire uni
verse came forth from it. And from that
universe or from the divinity itself came
the earth and everything on it, including
humans.
Stimething all humans have in common,
though, is an instinctual conscience or
code of ethics that we are born with.
There is nothing that we had to do to
learn this code, and though in different
cultures the code may be different than in
others, it is still there. There are certain
things that we automatically know are
either right or wrong. Take Sept. 11 as an
example. I think that you would find your
self hard-pressed to find a single person on
this campus who would not say that what
the terrorists did on that day was wrong,
and that if they were upset with the
United States, that they should have
found another way to expre.ss that. 1
emphasize the word “should” because it
implies that there is a higher standard of
conduct to which both myself - a young
American white male - and those men middle-aged Muslim men - are held
accountable. This code that holds us
accountable is something that cannot, in
turn, be accountable itself to something
greater, otherwise we would just skip the
step of accountability to the code of ethics.
My point in all of this is that, in saying
“should,” just as Mr. Batson did when he

stated that “Christianity should not be the
only theistic viewpoint,” he instantly
labeled himself as being religious due to
the fact that he is appealing to some high
er code in his reasoning. Even if his reli
gion is that of science, where he believes
(and 1 am purely speculating here for sake
of example) that math and numbers are
the only things that are constant through
out this universe, it is still a religion
because somehow this code that he has
appealed to came from that constant. So if
nothing else, atheists are not non-reli
gious - they just do not believe in any of
the gods that have already been discovered/laheled/created.
P.S. 1 am a Christ ian.
Ben Earl is an English junior.

Why don't Cal Poly
students question things?
Editor,

money, it’s still ours. If you work here,
don’t forget: We employ you. Now let’s
deal with some serious issues.
Alexander C. Vassar is a history junior.

Let us dedicate ourselves
to a gentler world
Editor,
Aeschylus wrote: In our sleep, pain that
cannot forget falls drop by drop upon the
heart and in our despair, against our will
comes wisdom through the awful grace of
God.
Indeed I tremble tor those who have
inflicted such a wound on our country when
1 reflect that God is just, that his justice
cannot sleep forever.
What the United States needs right now
is not division. What the United States
needs right now is not hatred. What the
United States needs is the knowledge of the
true good - compassion toward one anoth
er, and a feeling of justice toward those who
still suffer within our own country.
Not one of us needs to be told the gravi
ty of the situation, because in all our hearts
we already know what needs to be done.
Our sovereignty has been threatened: how
ever, the healing of our great natitm cannot
begin until the problems have been recog
nized and eliminated.
The promi.se of a brighter future rests in
our good faith that God who gave us life,
gave us liberty. Let us dedicate ourselves to
what the Greeks wrote so many years ago:
to tame the savageness of man and make
gentle the life of this world. Let us dedicate
ourselves tti that and .say a prayer for our
country and our people.

Cal Poly, we need to talk. I’m feeling a
little bit of concern over your collective
complacency. I’ve been bothered by this
lately, but it was today’s Mustang lYiily
that made me finally write this letter.
Here’s my problem: The students of Cal
Poly seem to accept everything without
debate.
First, our ASI spends a few thousand
dollars on its “1 want my ASI” campaign.
At the same time, it uses the argument
that it’s running out of money and needs to
increase our fees to not just maintain, but
increa.se the number of programs that ASI
runs. Should we have been surprised when
the referendum passed and fees jumped?
No, but maybe we should have discussed it
a little bit.
Next, we had the College Republicans Daniel J. Gutierrez is a civil engineering
a.k.a. Brent Vann and their “pro- junior.
Am erican” rallies. Now that was fun:
issues of racial profiling, the CPCR being a
hate group, and whether they would get
their club taken away because they were
hating minority groups.
Letter policy
Then we had the Veritas Forum. It start
Mustang Daily reserves the right to
ed out well enough, but by the end of the
edit letters for grammar, profanities and
week it had become a debate about
length. Please limit length to 250 words.
whether local atheists should have been
Letters must include the writer's full
represented. All in all, 1 don’t think that
name, phone number, major and class
standing.
many atheists attended, which probably
would only have added to their claim that
By mail;
it was biased.
Letters to the Editor
So we finally arrive at today. Instead of
Building 26, Room 226
the opinion page being filled with
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
thoughtful letters-to-the-editor by Cal
CA 93407
These
letters must be hand-delivered
Poly students, what do we have? We have
to an editor.
two commentaries that were written by
students in Kentucky and Texas. The sin
By fax:
gle commentary written by a Cal Poly stu
(805) 756^784
dent drew a comparison between women
getting PMS and drunken students making
By e-mail:
too much noise. Now there’s a cute image.
mustangdaily@>hotmaiUom
Letters must come from a Cal Poly
So why do we have such a passive cam
e-mail account Do not send letters as
pus? Why doesn’t anyone ask any serious
an
attachment. Please send the text in
questions about our issues? Because the
the body of the e-mail.
i.ssues don’t affect us? Because we don’t
Attention:
have enough time?
If you have submitted letters in the
Well, it is rime that we started asking.
last few days without the above informa
So, to all those who run the university:
tion, your letter will not be printed unless
you re-submit it in the correct format.
you’re all on notice. If you represent us, we
deserve to know how. If you take our
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Afghan-Americans elected to help rebuild homeland
By Mary Beth Sheridan
THE WASHINGTON POST

(W IR E) W ASHINGTON —
They handed tnir campaign leatlers,
made their pitches on TV and wait
ed in a smoke-tilled room like any
anxious pol during the vote count.
But tor the Afghan natives taking
part in a Washington election this
week, it was anything hut politics
as usual.
“It was wondertul. For the first
time in our history! Even in
Atghanistan, like that we never
have
elections,”
said
Nahil
Miskinyar, 51, a Fairfax County,
Va., resident who won a place on a
new national council to represent
Afghan immigrants and help
rebuild their homeland.
Nearly 1,500 Afghan immigrants
cast ballots last weekend at a down
town World Bank auditorium to
choose 10 delegates, whose names
were announced this week. Similar
elections are being held in three
other parts of the country to choose
the 30 remaining members of the
“Afghan-American
Electoral
College,” organizers said.
The new body aims to coordinate
aid
from
Americans
to
Atghanistan, lobby the U.S. gov
ernment and send representatives
to Afghanistan’s loya jirga, or grand
council, set to convene in about six
months to choo.se a transitional
government.
“A large number of educated
Afghans and Afghans with experi
ence in government and in various
professions are located here. So,
professionally, these people can
really contribute” to their home

REBELS
continued from page 3
presence of U .S. troops on Basilan
could strain an already fragile
cease-fire between the govern
ment

and

Liberation

the
Front

Moro

Islamic

(M IL F ),

the

largest Muslim rebel group in the
Philippines. The group has been
participating in peace talks for
nearly a year. The Philippine mil
itary accuses its forces on Basilan
of harboring Abu Sayyaf fighters
and sometimes backing them up in

land, said Joma Mohamadi, 63, one
of the new delegates, explaining
the importance of the AfghanAmerican council.
Just consider his own experience:
The Springfield, Va., retiree served
as minister of water and energy in
Afghanistan in the mid-1970s and
later worked at the World Bank.
Sunday’s election was a sign of
how the defeat of the radical
Taliban rulers has galvanized the
Afghan community in the United
States. The Washington area has
one of the nation’s largest concen
trations of Afghan-Americans, and
organizers said they had expected
about 500 immigrants to turn out
for the vote. But so many came that
some waited hours to cast their bal
lots.
The election was held since U.S.
immigrant
communities
are
increasingly being courted by their
homelands because of the billions
of dollars they send home. Hamid
Karzai, the new interim Afghan
leader, recently appealed to Afghan
exiles (in a speech at Georgetown
University) to come home. “You
are the ones who are trained — the
academics, the professionals,” he
said.
The role of the new council in
Afghan politics is unclear. A
spokesman for the Embassy of
Afghanistan, Tom Lauria, was
unaware of the elections being held
in Washington, New York, Los
Angeles and San Francisco to
choose the 40 Afghan immigrant
representatives.
Nonetheless, the election genetated a birth-of-the-nation enthusi

battle.
The MILF denies this, saying it
condemns the Abu Sayyaf and its
tactics. Still, it insists Philippine
troops must seek permission
before entering its territory, a con
dition the Philippine military has
rejected.
Sharrif Julabbi, a local MILF
leader, warned U .S. forces not to
venture into MILF areas. “It’s a
very volatile situation,” julabbi
said. “The American soldiers are
not our enemies. But we would
like them to stay as far away as
possible from the places we have
troops. Otherwise, there will be a

MARY BETH SHERIOAN/THE WASHINGTON POST

Nearly 1,500 Afghan immigrants cast ballots in the D.C. area recently to choose delegates to an "AfghanAmerican Electoral College," which is to coordinate aid from Americans to Afghanistan and help choose
a transitional government. From left, Nasernaw Abi, Named Etebar, M oham m ad Faryar and Sayed
Ahm ad Alami take part in the vote count.
asm-that was palpable as the ballots

Americans had incorporated the

were being counted.

finest traditions of democracy in

Fawzia Etemadi, 51, an asylum

“This is a gift to Afghans in

their election. The candidates were

officer for the U.S. Immigration

Afghanistan. They can take this

interviewed by an Afghan TV sta

and Naturalization Service, was the

model and implement it there,”

tion, Ariana Afghanistan Media,

only woman elected. She suggested

said

of

whose programs are shown on cable

that

Annandale, Va., a computer scien

in the Washington, D .C., area.

national

tist on the observer team that

Ballots were numbered and authen

Americans and their experience so

watched

vote-counting

ticated by election officials. And

they could be tapped for recon

Monday and Tuesday nights in a

the observer team monitored the

struction projects.

smoke-filled room at the Afghan

counting.

Hamed

Etebar,

the

Restaurant

on

29,

Jefferson

Davis

Highway in Alexandria, Va.
He

noted

that

the

Afghan-

workers.

the group might create a
database

of

Afghan-

They are very anxious to go back

The 10 delegates are all from

and be of help for their country, a

Northern Virginia and include doc

country torn apart by war, said

tors, accountants and government

Etemadi, of Alexandria.

confriTntation.”
The Abu Sayyaf isn’t known for
engaging in sustained combat or
terrorist activities. Instead, they

w é n e e d

freelancers

lie low and strike once or twice a
yeat, seizing hostages at a resort or
ambushing government stildiers.
The Abu Sayyaf is believed to
be operating only on two islands,
Basilan and Jolo. U .S. troops will
pursue only the Basilan group,
which is holding hostage a U.S.
missionary
couple
and
a
Philippine nurse. Reports indicate
the group has suffered Heavy casu
alties and now numbers only 40 to
100 fighters.
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Cell Phone & Plan & Extras.
Leaving! I’ll pay you $50!
540-633-1000

Signatures
In Dance
Feb. 1-3, Feb7-9
C.P. Theater Students $9
Tix at P A C call 756-2787

E

For Sale

m p lo y m en t

C A M P W A Y N E F O R G IR L S Northeast Pennsylvania. (6/198/16/02). Children’s sleep aw ay
camp. If you love children and
want a caring, fun environm ent
we need female staff to teach
activities and live in the cabins.
A pp ly on-line at www.campw aynegirl8.com . O n c a m p u s
interviews, February 22nd. Call
1-800-279-3019.

Apple flat screen panel display.
15” Barely used. Perfect condition.
$460.00 Call Liz 783-1570

H

o m es

R

ental

H

o u sin g

60 C a sa Street Tow nhouses now
taking applications for Sept. 10.
Non-sm okers, quiet, no pets.
543-7555 - A sk for Bea-

For Sale

H o u se s and C o n d o s for Sale
For a free list of all h o u se s and
condos for sale in S L O call
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
w w w .NelsonRealEstateSLO .com

T

ravel

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancún, Jamaica, Baham as, &
Florida! Best Prices! Sp a c e is
limited!!! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Mustang Daily
“The Best
on the Central C o a st...”

Classifieds are Killer!!
Call 756-1143
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Mustangs hungry for Tiger rematch ^
By Renée Shadforth
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

It hits hecn five years since the
t'al Poly men’s hasketball team has
haJ the conterence play inomenrum it has ri^ht now.
The M u s t a n u s , with a record ot
12-7, ÎTÔ (hetore Thursday m^^ht),
hope to perpetuate that drive
ayainst the L'lm ersitv ot the
P.icitic Tiiters (1 4 -(t. (s-4) ,u Mott
fivin on Saturday nielu.
The crucial yame will match up
titth'place (.'al Po|\ with tourthplace Pacilie, which is eomiiTi.' ott
ot a ihree-uame winning' stre.ik at
home.
The last time the teatns met, C2al
Polv suttered a 14-70 loss even
though the Mustangs llegan that
game leadmg 1 1 1.
"Thett \arnie (IVtinis) got into
a little foul trouhle, which hurt us,"
said Miist.ing head co.ich Kevin
Bromlev. “They ended up having a
seven-ptunt lead on iis .it the halt,
,ind in the secottd halt we coiildti’t
make a shot. They are a tinigh te.itn
to play at home."
The Tigers have ,i 5 0 conteretice
record .it home, hut the .Mustangs
hope to capit.ilire ott the Tigers’
we.iker play on the ro.id (1-4).
The Miistattgs h.ive an ''-1
record ,it Mi'tt C'lvm this season. So
tar. thev h.ive met their ptese.ison
go.il to protect their home ciuirt,
something Bromley s.ud the te.itn
hasn’t done tn i cample ot ye.irs
I X ' S.mt.i B.irh.ir.i h.is heeti the
onlv te.un to he.it the Must.mgs .it
hotne.
The teatn .ittrihutes much ot its
hi>mel.uid sue«.ess to the crowds
that show up .It Mott C'lym.
“The more energy the crowd
hrifigs, the better thtngs we do,”
said Call Poly senior torvvard
Brandon Beeson. He added th.it his
fifth and fin.il season at Poly has
been the best experience he has
ever had.
But home game or not, the
Mustangs are in tor an especially
physical match. Bromley’s tear is
that his team won’t have enough

SCHEDULE
fre s n o

m

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

With the softball season .ibout to
begin, the Must.ings hope to
“roundup” .1 few wins this weekend.
The Call Poly softb.ill team opens
the 2002 se.ison this weekend,
hosting five other teams in the
“Mustang Roundup.” The tourn.iment includes Santa CXara, LIC
Sant.I Barbara, C'olorado State,
Southern Ut.ih and Southwestern
Missouri State.
With six games each scheduled
for Friday and Saturday, and three
on Sunday, the Mustangs will get a
chance to find out what the season
will bring.
“Our expectations are re.illy
high, because we lost only two peo
ple last year, and are returning our
entire nucleus,” said senior infield
er Kasey Poet. “The team has been
practicing since the third day of
school in the fall, and after our
scrimmage against Bakersfield three
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AARON LAMBERT/MUSTANG DAIU

Men's basketball head coach Kevin Bromley directs his players during a practice at Mott Gym. The
Mustangs look to continue their home court success this Saturday against Pacific.
who shot 20 points before the h.ilt of Tiger he.id coach 15t)b Thotn.ison’s
b o d ie s to d e fe n d o n th e p o st.
“VC’hen IVnnis gets into foul .igainst C'al State Northridge last te.ims. So the .Must.ings are going to
trouble, we h.ive .i tough time week, .ind Maurice Mcl.emore, who f.ice .1 ch.illenge on offense getting
bec.iiise It gives up .i lot ot h.is the team’s highest potnt-per- inside the key.
“We h.iven’t K-en shixmng the bas
pound.ige,” he said. “Our front line g.ime avet.ige at 10.6.
Despite differences in si:e. ketball really well,” Bromley s;ud.
started out really big, but with
Phillip Johnson being ineligible, we Mustang forward David Henry “That’s why 1 don’t feel like we can
rely on three-|x>int shixiting at this
could run into some trouble there. (6 ’8”, 200 pounds) is optimistic.
“We’ve K*en playing against guys time. We need to get that basketball
Pacific is a big, strong and very
who are 250 to 260 pounds all season inside the lane.”
physical team."
Bromley said he is confident that
Pacific’s legitimate threats on long," he said. “Simetimes we play
the inside are Mike Hahn (6 ’7", real well against thi>se guys. We just his team will play hard, with intensity
•ind togetherness.
220 pounds) and Ross Mills (6 ’ 10”, need to step it up.”
“There are no egos on this team.
The Tigers play a soft, man-to-man
260 pounds). On the outside, the
They
all just want to win basketball
Tigers have Hemetrius Jackson, defense, Bromley said, which is typical

Softball ready to 'roundup' opponents
By Bridgette Vanherweg

s ta te

weeks ago, we’ve practiced 15
straight days.”
Poet has been on the team for
five years, after red-shirting one
year with a shoulder injury.
“The team’s attitude is totally
ilifferenr from last year,” Poet said.
“This may sound cliché, but in the
p.ist, we were pi.lying not to lose.
This is the first team who is playing
to win, rather th.in playing safe."
.After finishing last season with a
2S~1^ record, nine starters .ire
returning, including five seniors.
"The team definitely made a big
jump last season, and we hope to
improve tm tJiat,” said senior oiitfieKler (Christie Wells. “W e’re so
.inxious to pick up where we left
off.”
Head coach Lisa Boyer is also
looking forward to a strong sea.son.
“W e’ve set both high and realis
tic expectations,” she said. “We are
very excited about the entire seaSLin, and very confident to achieve

a great deal of success as long as we
remain focused on .i day-to-day
basis.”
(.Ximpetition will bring out the
team ’s strongest aiu.1 we.ikest
.ispects, Boyer said.
“The team this year is very moti
vated and worked extremely hard.
We are all anxious to compete
against someone other than our
selves,” Boyer said.
In general, Bover seem s satisfied
when she looks in her diigout.
“In general, we are very balanced
and have a lot of depth this year,
which will ultimately play an
important role in our success,” she
said. “We’ve got five pitchers, all
who are very, very .solid.”
One of those pitchers is senior
Terra Blankenbecler, who noted
the team’s improved staff.
“We have a lot of depth,” she
said. “Knowing what it’s like to be
out there, I know the situation, so I
won’t be nervous. All my pitches

.ire more consistent.
t'Kenill, BlankenK'cler likes what
she sees on the field.
“We have a talented team .ind we
will h.ive .1 strong season,” she said,
“tioing to the playoffs is probably my
biggest goal.”
With a gi>\l combination of speed
.mil |xmer, according to IViyer, the team
has wh.it It needs to make the playoffs.
Pivt alst) .iccredited the students and
fans who follow the games and pro\ ide
much-appreciated support for the
Mustang's.
“Tlte team really benefits from schixil
spirit coming from a lot of fans.” I\x.'t
saivl. “We play .so much better when we
have fans. It makes a big difference.”
“It’s great to have the first tour
nament at home to draw the fans,”
senior outfielder Nicole Dansby
said, “We w-ant to get people
engaged in softball. It’s just a mat
ter of initially bringing people to
the game, to see what it’s all
about.”

Wrestling team
heads for match
at Oregon
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

C2.ll l\4v ('■>-7 overall, 4 -) P.ic-10),
which fini'>lied ^econd in the
C2.ilifornia C2ollegiate lnvitation.il at
San Francisco State last S.iturdav and
beat C2al State Bakersfield 25-16 in ,i
dual meet Tuesday, hits the road
again Saturday to wrestle O egon in a
Pacific-10 Conference dual meet at
Eugene, CVe.
Three nationally ranked wrestlers
will lead Cal Poly into the match.
Mustang
141-pounder
C2edric
Haymon is 28-5 on the year and
ranked fourth by Intermat Wrestling.
Teammate Steve Strange (29-6) is
ranked 15th at 174 pouiKb while
l>.ivid Schenk (11-5) is ranked 18th
.It 197. Schenk has missed aKuit a
month of action due to .in injured
back.
Mustang ch.impions
in the
C2alifornia C'ollegiate Invitational at
San Fr.incisco State List Sat unlay
include ll.iymon .it 141, Barrios at
165, Str.inge .it 174 and W.ilbeck at
285. ITin Leahy was second at 285
while Nathaniel Yb.irra was runnerup .It 15 5. Third-place finishers
included
174-pounder
Brett
Schumann and Sandlin at 184.
Floreani was fourth at 184.
Strange and Sandlin posted major
decisions to lead (2al Poly to its win
over C2al State Bakersfield. The
Mustangs beat the Roadrunners for
the second straight year after a long
drought, (all State Bakersfield has a
20-12-1 lead in its .series with the
Mustangs.
Next week, Cal Poly will wrestle in
dual meets at Fresno State on
Wednesday and at home against UC
Davis on Saturday.

